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1. Introduction 
 

A lot of people that sign up on instaGC or any other website to earn money, just give up after 

some hours or some days. It happens because they are new and everything seems to be hard, 

boring and doubtful, and there is no one to help them to find out how simple, fast and secure 

the activity of completing tasks online can be. 

Thinking about it, I decided to make this guide to show everyone how they can earn money on 

instaGC. On this guide, you will find general information, a quick step by step guide and details 

of each activity to help you to get used to the website. I am sure that after some days you will 

get yourself earning money easily. 

So, if you really want to earn some extra money, you must be patient, persistent and honest, 

you must explore the website, focus, read and follow all the instructions properly and never 

try to fraud. 

Note: Every task is free, optional and secure. Do what you want, do what you like and do what 

you feel yourself comfortable to do. 

 

2. About instaGC 
 

instaGC is a GPT (Get Paid To) website where you can earn real cash for performing various 

tasks and activities that you already do every day. You can earn cash from doing things such as 

taking surveys, watching videos, visiting websites, installing free apps and more!  

instaGC is free to join and also has a referral program where you can earn commission for 

referring your friends! So if you are looking for some extra cash to pay the bills, then instaGC is 

the place for you! 

instaGC is owned and operated by Day Online Solutions, LLC that is a BBB (Better Business 

Bureau) Accredited Business. 

Source: https://www.instagc.com/renatosoares7 
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3. General Information 
 

Category: GPT website 

Recommended device: Desktop or Laptop and Mobile 

Recommended browser: Google Chrome 

Recommended age: 18+ 

Sign up bonus: 10 points (must complete profile) 

Earning methods: Surveys, offers, videos, promo codes, contests and referrals 

Referrals program: 10% commission + 10 points if your referral is from USA, UK, Australia or 

Canada 

Minimum payment: 100 points = 1 dollar 

Payment options: PayPal, Gift Cards and Bitcoin 

Payment waiting time: Up to 2 working days 

Earning potential: High. However, it totally depends on the time you spend completing surveys 

and doing other tasks, and the number of referrals that you have. The good thing is that there 

is no limit, but do not expect to become rich because it is impossible. 
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4. Best Practices 
 

In order to be able to complete online surveys you must be at least 18 years old and be a 

customer willing to give your honest opinion about different types of products. In general, the 

researchers are looking for people who live in urban areas, are employed and buy at least half 

of the products for their home.  

However, if you do not have this profile, do not be upset, because you can still have some 

surveys opportunities since there are a lot of them for all kind of people daily. Besides that, 

instaGC gives you some points for disqualification as well. Also, instaGC provides some other 

ways to earn money daily. 

There are some tips below that you can follow to prepare yourself for completing surveys and 

other tasks, being able to earn your rewards and avoid being screened out or banned. 

 

PREPARE YOURSELF 

 Create an email account different from your personal one to sign up on instaGC, so 

you can work properly. I recommend a gmail account; 

 Create a PayPal account using the same email you intend to use to sign up on instaGC. 

Also, your first and last names must match exactly; 

 Prepare a peaceful environment with a good Internet connection, so you can focus on 

the surveys and other tasks without interruptions; 

 Keep instaGC on your bookmark toolbar for an easy access. 

ALWAYS... 

 Provide real information; 

 Be patient, responsible and honest; 

 Allow the cookies and notifications for instaGC and its partners; 

 Disable ad blocks; 

 Take your time to read all the instructions and complete surveys and other tasks 

properly; 

 Make sure each survey page fully loads before filling out information; 

 Leave the last page of the survey open once completed for a few minutes or until it 

credits; 

 Wait a short period of time before trying your next survey. 

NEVER... 

 Try to fraud; 

 Try to complete the surveys as fast as you can; 

 Try to complete more than 1 survey at a time; 

 Share the link or the content of the surveys with your family, friends or other people; 

 Create multiple accounts; 

 Use VPN or Proxy programs; 

 SPAM. 
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5. Roadmap 
 

The roadmap is a quick step by step guide to give you a direction, to help you to know what to 

do from the very beginning to your first payment. For very detailed information and tips about 

each task, go to the Earning Money section on this guide. 

 

Step 1 – Create your PayPal account 

In order to sign up to instaGC, people from most of the countries must have a verified PayPal 

account, even if they prefer other payment options like gift cards or bitcoin. It is a way for 

instaGC to verify from the beginning if you are a real person, as PayPal has already checked 

this if you have a verified account there. 

PayPal is a digital wallet that allows you to receive money from online activities, make online 

payments and transfer your money to your bank account as well. You can use the link below to 

sign up. 

https://www.paypal.com/ 

Note: You must create a PayPal account using the same email you intend to use to sign up to 

instaGC. Also, your first and last names must match exactly and your account must be verified. 

 

Step 2 – Create your instaGC account 

You can use my referral link below to sign up to instaGC. 

https://www.instagc.com/renatosoares7 

Note: You must provide real information and verify your email through the link that instaGC 

will send you. 

 

Step 3 – Complete your instaGC profile and earn 10 points 

After creating your account and verifying your email, you will be able to see a blue bar 

notification asking you to complete your profile. It will take you from 5 to 10 minutes to 

answer all the questions and earn 10 points. Completing your profile is very important in order 

to receive the best surveys. 

Note: You must provide real information, otherwise you can be banned. 
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Step 4 – Complete your first offer 

From now on, you will start earning money by completing tasks. On this step, you have to 

complete just one offer to open your way to the next step. So, I recommend you to complete a 

click task that is very simple and fast, but you can choose any other task. Make sure to read all 

the instructions provided by instaGC and its partners. 

1. Clicks: Earn > Recommended > Clicks 

Note: For more details about completing offers, please go to the Earning Money section on 

this guide. 

 

Step 5 – Redeem a promo code to earn some extra points 

You must complete the previous step in order to be able to complete this one. On this step, 

you will look for the most recent promo code posted on instaGC Facebook page. You are able 

to see their posts even if you do not have a Facebook account, so you do not have to worry 

about it. 

1. Facebook Page: https://web.facebook.com/pg/instaGC/posts/ 

2. Promo Codes Section: Redeem > Point booster codes > Redeem 

Note: For more details about using promo codes, please go to the Earning Money section on 

this guide. 

 

Step 6 – Try to complete surveys that also pay you for being disqualified 

Now you can try to complete surveys, the best way to increase your earnings. I recommend 

you to try Your Surveys, Samplicio, SaySo and Theorem Reach routers since they are available, 

but you can try the others as well. The surveys look for specific users based on their subject 

and these routers will also pay you an incentive if you are disqualified. 

Take your time, read all the questions properly and complete the surveys in an honest and 

accurate way. 

1. Available Surveys: Earn > Surveys 

2. Theorem Reach: Earn > Recommended > Surveys > Theorem Reach 

Note: For more details about completing surveys, please go to the Earning Money section on 

this guide. 
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Step 7 – Participate in contests to have a chance to win big prizes 

Completing tasks with 5 or more points in value on instaGC, automatically allows you to 

participate in the completion contest, where the top 10 users of the month + 5 random users 

are awarded.  

1. Completion Contest: Compete > Completion Contest > Main 

Note: For more details about contests, please go to the Earning Money section on this guide. 

 

Step 8 – Refer your friends and other people to earn even more and faster 

Once you sign up to instaGC, you will have a referral link available for you to invite other 

people to join instaGC as well. If they sign up using your link, you will earn 10% on what they 

make for life. Also, if your referral is from USA, UK, Australia or Canada you earn extra 10 

points as soon as it verifies its email. 

1. Referral Link: Promote > Referral link 

Note: For more details about referrals, please go to the Earning Money section on this guide. 

 

Step 9 – Reach the minimum payout and redeem your points 

As soon as you have earned 100 points, which is equivalent to 1 dollar, you can request a 

payout for PayPal. If you want to redeem your points for gift cards or bitcoin, you have to earn 

some more points as they have different values. 

1. PayPal or Bitcoin: Redeem > Other rewards > PayPal or Bitcoin 

2. Gift Cards: Redeem > Gift cards store 

Note: instaGC may ask you to create a Security PIN Code to be used every time you request a 

payout, so make sure to create an easier one to remember. 
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6. Earning Money 
 

On this section, you can find a very detailed information about each task available on instaGC. I 

am sure that after reading all the provided information you will feel yourself more confident to 

complete any task you want. However, make sure to read all the instructions available on 

instaGC for each task as well.  

Remember that everything on instaGC is free, optional and secure. So, do what want, do what 

you like and do what you feel yourself comfortable to do. 

 

6.1. Surveys 
 

This is the main way to earn money on instaGC and there is a lot of options every day. I will 

describe the main ones that worth a try in my opinion, but you are free to try other ones that 

you think are better for you. 

When trying a survey, you will be redirected to another website. You do not need to worry, 

instaGC has a lot of partners to provide the surveys for its users and all of them are reliable. So, 

always answer the questions in an honest and accurate way. 

On instaGC you can find surveys routers like Your Surveys, Samplicio.us, SaySo Rewards, 

Theorem Reach, Opinion Network, Sample Cube, Peanut Labs and Pollfish. Below are the ones 

that I use frequently, but you are free to try anyone else. 

Note: There is a lot of traps and quality checking questions, so you must pay attention, be 

honest and never speed up. 

 

6.1.1. Your Surveys 
 

Path: Earn > Surveys > Your Surveys > Start 

Alternative path¹: Earn > Recommended > Surveys > Your Surveys > Start 

Alternative path²: Earn > Recommended > All > instaGC > Your Surveys… (INTL) 

Limit per day: There is no limit, you can try every available survey. 

Time to complete: 20 minutes on average 

Disqualification credits: 1 point 

Points per survey: Varies 

How it works: This is the best option for trying to earn as much money as possible on instaGC. 

Your Surveys provides the highest paying surveys.  

To start, you will have to answer a lot of questions to complete your profile. You do not need 

to worry and you must be honest. It will allow you to receive the best surveys. 
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Your Surveys keeps a quality score based on your completed surveys. You start at 100 points 

and you must keep it this way or higher in order to receive more surveys opportunities.  

When you complete a survey, you earn 1 point. When you are not honest and fail a trap or 

quality checking question, you lose 10 points. Every lost or earned points, will be erased after 

90 days. The quality score points are not related to your instaGC points. 

 

6.1.2. Samplicio.us 
 

Path: Earn > Surveys > Samplicio.us > Start 

Alternative path: Earn > Recommended > Surveys > Samplicio.us > Start 

Limit per day: There is no limit, you can try every available survey. 

Time to complete: 20 minutes on average 

Disqualification credits: 1 point 

Points per survey: Varies 

How it works: This is the second best router to take surveys in my opinion, because it also 

provides high paying surveys. Every time that you try an available survey from this router, you 

will have to answer some qualification questions to prove that you are a good match. So, 

always answer the questions in an honest and accurate way. 

 

6.1.3. SaySo Rewards 
 

Path: Earn > Surveys > SaySo Rewards > Start 

Alternative path: Earn > Recommended > Surveys > SaySo Rewards > Start 

Limit per day: There is no limit, you can try every available survey. 

Time to complete: 20 minutes on average 

Disqualification credits: From 0.5 to 1.5 point 

Points per survey: Varies 

How it works: SaySo can also provide some high paying surveys. They are not available so 

often to me, but it varies from country to country. 

To start, you will have to complete some profile questions. Also, every time that you try an 

available survey from this router, you will have to provide your date of birth and prove that 

you are not a robot. So, always answer the questions in an honest and accurate way. 
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6.1.4. Theorem Reach 
 

Path: Earn > Recommended > All > Theorem Reach 

Alternative path: Earn > Recommended > Surveys > Theorem Reach 

Limit per day: There is no limit, you can try every available survey. 

Time to complete: 20 minutes on average 

Disqualification credits: 1 point 

Points per survey: Varies 

How it works: To start, you will have to complete your profile. It will allow you to receive the 

best surveys based on your profile and you will earn 5 points as well. So, always answer the 

questions in an honest and accurate way. 

 

6.1.5. Peanut Labs 
 

Path: Earn > Recommended > All > Peanut Labs > Launch Peanut Labs in a new window 

Limit per day: There is no limit, you can try every available survey. 

Time to complete: 20 minutes on average 

Points per survey: Varies 

How it works: Peanut Labs recently became one of the routers that provide some high paying 

surveys. To start, you will have to complete a few questions about you, it will allow you to 

receive the best surveys based on your profile. So, always answer the questions in an honest 

and accurate way. 
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6.2. Offerwalls 
 

The offerwalls on instaGC do not have their own section and can be found split by tasks. Using 

a Desktop or Laptop you have AdGate Rewards, Offer Toro, Persona.ly, Kiwi Wall, Wall Ads and 

Wannads available. Using a mobile device, you can find the previous ones plus AdGem, Hang 

my Ads and Ayet. 

Path: Earn > Recommended > All 

Alternative Paths: Earn > Recommended > Apps or Clicks or Trials 

Limit: Most of the offers can be completed only once, so make sure to read all the instructions 

carefully. 

Time to complete an offer: Varies 

Points per offer: Varies 

How it works: You have to select an offerwall and then select the offer that most attracts you. 

You can complete surveys, play games, try free apps, sign up to other websites, complete 

quizzes, watch videos and much more. 

 

6.3. Videos 
 

instaGC has partnership with Hideout.TV and it has its own section on the website. It is one of 

the bests websites to earn money watching videos because they also provide a weekly bonus 

for the watched videos, that are announced every Thursday on their Facebook page. 

Path: Earn > Watch videos 

Alternative Path¹: Earn > Recommended > All > Hideout.TV 

Alternative Path²: Earn > Recommended > Videos 

Limit per day: There is no limit, you can do it as many as you can 

How it works: First of all, you have to click a video offer to be redirected to Hideout.TV or to a 

partner website. Then you have to create a new account on their website and link instaGC as 

your reward account. 

After that, you can start watching videos and their respective ads. In order to get points, you 

need to watch video ads. So, if you watch a video that does not have a video ad, then you will 

get nothing. Besides that, the tab of the video must be opened. You can not go to another tab 

while the video is playing because it will automatically stop playing. 

Also, you can earn points using promo codes. You can find them on Hideout.TV Facebook page 

or under any video in the rewards option. 

Once you have at least 9 points you can redeem your earnings for your instaGC account. 
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6.4. Promo Codes 
 

This is an easy way to earn some extra points on instaGC. Every week they provide 1 or 2 

promo codes, that can be found on their Facebook page, to be redeemed on their website. 

Path: Redeem > Point booster codes > Redeem 

Limit: There is no limit, you can use every promo code that they provide 

Points per promo code: From 5 to 10 points 

How it works: In order to be able to redeem a promo code, you or one of your referrals must 

have completed at least one offer within the past 5 days.  

It can be easily accomplished by doing a click offer from Offer Toro or trying a Theorem Reach 

survey, because even if you are disqualified, you will earn 1 point and it will count as a 

completed offer. 

Then go to their Facebook page https://web.facebook.com/pg/instaGC/posts/ and look for the 

most recent promo code that they have posted. Every promo code will expire as soon as they 

provide a new one. 

Come back to their website and redeem the promo code for some extra points. 

 

6.5. Contests 
 

instaGC provides some contests to keep its users completing tasks and earning points. This is a 

good opportunity to win big prizes and increase your earnings. Currently, there are 3 kind of 

contests: Completion Contest, Decimal Pot and Sports. 

 

6.5.1. Completion Contest 
 

Path: Compete > Completion Contest 

Prize: The top 10 users of the specified period are awarded up to 10.000 points (100 dollars). 

Also, 5 users who have at least 1 completion are randomly selected to receive 100 points (1 

dollar). 

How it works: All you have to do is complete as many surveys and offers as possible. The tasks 

with 5 or more points, will count as 1 completion. The users who have more completions in the 

end of the specified period are awarded. 
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6.5.2. Decimal Pot 
 

Path: Compete > Decimal Pot 

Prize: The system randomly selects 3 users to split the prize pot every week 

 1st = 50% 

 2nd = 35% 

 3rd = 15% 

How it works: All you have to do is get rid of any decimals in your points balance. For example, 

if you have 100.27 points, you can get 1 entry for just 0.27, that is less than 1 cent. If you do 

not have any decimals, you can get 1 entry for 1 point = 1 cent.  

Only 1 entry is allowed for each user. This makes it more fair for everyone to participate. The 

system randomly selects the winners from those who entered the contest and split the prize 

pot. 

 

6.5.3. Sports 
 

Path: Compete > Sports 

Prize: The 3 members with the best scores split the prize pot 

 1st = 50% 

 2nd = 35% 

 3rd = 15% 

How it works: First of all, you have to choose the available sport you want to compete. Then 

you have to use your own points to enter by clicking “Enter for XX points” on the day or the 

week that has the “Open” status.  

Once your entry is created, simply make a selection for each game and a tiebreaker score prior 

to the deadline in order to be fully entered. Only one entry per member is allowed. 

All contest entries must be submitted by the time the first game for that day or week starts. 

No entries are accepted after that time and no refunds are awarded for incomplete or late 

entries. 

In the case where more than one member makes the exact same selections, a tiebreaker will 

be used. The actual tiebreaker will be the exact amount of the final score of all games 

combined for the specific day or week.  

When making your picks, you need to take a guess as to what you think it will be. If members 

have the exact same selections and tiebreaker, the member who entered first will be the 

winner. 

The winners of each day or week are those members who have the highest score which is 

achieved by picking the most games correct. In the event of a tie, your tiebreaker guess is used 

to determine the winners. The members with the best scores split the prize pot. 
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6.6. Referrals 
 

instaGC provides to its users a referral link that they can use to invite other people to use the 

website and earn commission on everything they make for life. This is a good way to increase 

your earnings passively. 

Path: Promote > Referral link 

Limit: There is no limit, you can have unlimited referrals from any country 

Money per referral: 10% commission on completed tasks + 10 points if your referral is from 

USA, UK, Australia or Canada 

How it works: All you have to do is copy your referral link and share with your friends and 

other people. I really recommend you to know instaGC very well before doing it. Then you can 

talk about it to your close friends and ask them to sign up using your referral link. 

You can also make a website talking about earning money online, upload YouTube videos or 

post your referral link on your social media, always showing the details about the website and 

payment proof based on your own experience, this way you can attract more people easily. 

 

6.7. Extras 
 

On this section I am going to explain some extra features from instaGC that can confuse some 

users. The first one is the Weekly Bonus and the other one is the Frozen Points. 

 

6.7.1. Weekly Bonus 
 

Completing all kind of tasks and referring other people will award you "Bonus Units". Each 

bonus unit is equal to 0.01%, therefore 100 bonus units is equal to 1% bonus. Each day you can 

earn a max of 100 bonus units. The max you can earn in a week, including rollover, is 500 

bonus units (5%). 

Half of whatever bonus you earn in a week, will automatically rollover to the following week 

for free. For example, if you earn a 4% bonus in a week you'll start with 2% the next week 

instead of starting completely back over at 0%. 

The bonus percentage will be applied to the total amount of points you earned from referrals 

and tasks for the week. For example, if your bonus percentage is 2.5% and you received 1,000 

points completing tasks + 500 points from referrals completions, then you would receive 37.5 

points (1500 x 2.5%). 

There is no limit to the amount of bonus points you can earn. The bonus can be claimed on the 

following Sunday and you have 30 days to claim before it expires. 
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6.7.2. Frozen Points 
 

Frozen points is a feature implemented for loss prevention and precaution. You should not 

take it to the wrong way, it is a good thing and means that your task has been credited. 

However, you have to wait some days before it is added to your points balance. 

There are two basic conditions when your points will become frozen: 

 Any completion valued at 225 points or more = 5 days 

 Any credit card, shopping or trial offer, regardless of point value = 14 days 

If your points have been frozen for longer than the estimated time frame according to the 

conditions above, you can submit a support ticket. You will probably receive an answer within 

24 hours. 
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7. Final Consideration 
 

instaGC is indeed one of the bests websites to earn money because it is available for all 

countries, it provides high paying surveys, it has a weekly bonus, it provides frequent promo 

codes and you can redeem your earnings starting from 100 points = 1 dollar.  

The amount of money that you will earn totally depends on your patience, persistence, 

dedication and effort. Also, your earning potential is unlimited if you keep getting more and 

more referrals. 

 


